ABSTRACT Fronthaul bridged networks have attracted attention to transport time-sensitive fronthaul streams in the centralized radio access network (C-RAN) architecture. When the functional split is changed and time-division duplex (TDD) is employed in the C-RAN architecture, the data rate in fronthaul becomes variable and the global synchronization of fronthaul streams will occur. In this case, it is critical to reduce the queuing delay among fronthaul streams to efficiently accommodate a number of radio equipments in a bridged network. In this paper, we propose a novel rank-based queue scheduling method for achieving low-latency in a fronthaul bridged network. The proposed scheme considers the frame-level queuing delay caused by global synchronization with the TDD. The worst-case delay of fronthaul flows is minimized, and the number of accommodated fronthaul streams is maximized. We confirmed with computer simulations that the proposed scheme can minimize the worst case delay and increase the number of accommodated fronthaul streams.
I. INTRODUCTION
Centralized radio access network (C-RAN) architecture has been intensely studied with the aim of efficiently accommodating the ever increasing amount of mobile traffic. The base station (BS) functions are divided into two building blocks in C-RAN architecture. A fronthaul is a transport optical link between them, namely, a remote radio head (RRH) and base band unit (BBU) [1] . The RRH provides the radio frequency (RF) signal transmission and reception functions. The BBU provides baseband signal processing functions. The in-phase and quadrature (IQ) samples of the baseband signals are transmitted in the fronthaul via the common public radio interface (CPRI) [2] . It was proposed that using Ethernet in the fronthaul to use lower-cost equipment and shared use of infrastructure [3] . Furthermore, the fronthaul interface is redefined in the next generation fronthaul interface (NGFI) standardization [4] , to reduce the amount of data transmitted via the fronthaul [5] , [6] . With the NGFI options, the data rate in the fronthaul becomes variable and proportional to the wireless link data rate, unlike the fixed and large optical link capacity of CPRI. In addition, the use of time-division duplex (TDD) is considered [7] . Uplink and downlink transmission occur based on time synchronization between neighboring RRHs in the TDD systems for the utilization of channel reversibility. It has been a hot research topic to efficiently construct fronthaul, including the use of passive optical network (PON) [8] .
Recently, the time-sensitive networks for fronthaul has been discussed in IEEE 802.1CM [9] to efficiently construct a fronthaul network. Fronthaul streams are transported via an optical network, which consists of inexpensive layer-2 switches (Fig. 1) . A bridged network is suitable for fronthaul streams which are packetized with the functional split or CPRI over Ethernet, and expected to be statistically multiplexed. The use of time-sensitive networking (TSN) features is considered in order to satisfy the strict service requirements of fronthaul, for example the end-to-end (e2e) delay budget between RRH and BBU for CPRI is 100µs. The fronthaul bridged network is expected to be a multiservice platform that includes residential, business, machine to machine, and Internet of things (IoT) traffic. Fronthaul streams are treated as express class to reduce latency, and frame preemption [10] , [11] can be employed to reduce the effects of other traffic.
A major problem of the fronthaul bridged network is the increasing queuing delay. Fig. 2 shows the components of e2e delay in layer-2 networks [12] ; the propagation delay, the packet processing delay, the serialization delay, and the queuing delay. Because the propagation and serialization delay are determined by physical aspect of the links, delay variation is caused by the packet processing and queuing. Although delay-sensitive flows are usually transmitted in precedence to delay-tolerant flows, e.g. residential services, WiFi, and sensor traffic, with the conventional class based queuing, queuing delay occurs among flows with the same priority. In TDD systems, bridges periodically receive globally synchronized bursts of fronthaul streams, because many RRHs simultaneously forward and receive traffic to and from BBUs. This feature causes an increase in queuing delay among fronthaul flows, which are equally prioritized. It is critical to reduce the queuing delay to efficiently accommodate fronthaul streams in a bridged network. However, there is no queuing and scheduling scheme which considers the feature of TDD systems to reduce e2e delay.
Therefore, propose a novel low-latency scheduling scheme for a fronthaul bridged network. The proposed scheme considers the frame-level queuing delay caused by global synchronization with the TDD. The worst-case delay of fronthaul flows is minimized, and the number of accommodated fronthaul streams is maximized. The basic idea was introduced in [13] . In this paper we describe the proposed scheduling algorithm in detail, and evaluation results with computer simulations. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is summarized in section II. Section III introduces the proposed scheduling scheme. Section V describes the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme using simulation results. The conclusion is provided in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Packet scheduling is the classical dequeue mechanism for allocating bandwidth and reducing delay for each flow. Weighted fair queuing (WFQ) [14] and deficit round robin (DRR) [15] are well-known schemes for achieving perflow fairness. They are packet-based implementations of the ideal generalized processor sharing (GPS) policy. The active queue management (AQM) schemes such as random early detection (RRHD) [16] are also popular to reduce queuing delay by dropping incoming packets. RRHD avoids congestion by randomly discarding incoming frames when the queue size exceeds a certain threshold. These schemes are the foundation of the recently developed scheduling algorithms to provide low-latency transmission.
For delay-sensitive applications, low-latency queuing schemes are developed to provide delay requirements. Nested deficit round robin (Nested-DRR) [17] splits each DRR round into one or more smaller rounds. A modified version of DRR scheduling is executed within each of the rounds, and it was proved that the latency bound is almost always better than the basic DRR. Parallel wrapped wave front arbiter with fast scheduler (PWWFA-FS) [18] are designed for large switches with hundreds of ports. PWWFA-FS utilizes virtual output queues for each input port and the fast scheduler to create the schedule. Credit-based low-latency packet scheduling algorithm (CBLLPS) [19] provides strict delay requirements for real-time flows by reserving credit for adequate flows according to the possible patterns of real-time flows. It reduces and smooths queuing delay of real-time packets to overcome the unsteady queuing delay problem. These schemes are intended to achieve low-latency in a switch, and the e2e delay is out of scope. The high-bandwidth ultra-low-latency (HULL) [20] architecture consists of phantom queues and DCTCP congestion control at end-hosts. By capping link utilization at less than capacity, phantom queues deliver congestion signals before links are fully utilized. This architecture cannot be utilized in fronthaul networks because it requires controlling the end-hosts transmission. Although these existing schemes provide low-latency transmission for real-time flows, they are not optimized for fronthaul traffic with far stricter delay requirement. A novel scheduling scheme can be developed considering the feature of TDD systems to reduce e2e delay.
Furthermore, one of the hottest research topics for low-latency in recent years is datacenter networks.
Fastpass [21] achieves low-latency and high throughput by optimizing the time at which each packet should be transmitted and the path to use for that packet. pFabric [22] is based on the notion that flow scheduling can be decoupled from rate control in datacenter transport. In pFabric, packets carry a priority number set independently by each flow which represents a priority, and switches implement a simple priority-based scheduling/dropping mechanism. However, these architectures are optimized for datacenters utilizing the features of datacenter traffic, and cannot be employed in fronthaul networks with different features of traffic and network topologies.
As regards reducing the e2e delay in a fronthaul bridged network, we proposed a low-latency routing scheme [23] , [24] . The proposed method can efficiently find adequate forwarding paths for fronthaul streams irrespective of the network topology. However, it does not consider the optimum queuing and scheduling of fronthaul streams. Thus, a novel low-latency scheduling scheme is required for fronthaul networks.
III. PROPOSED SCHEDULING A. CONCEPT
The purpose of the proposed scheduling scheme is to minimize the worst-case e2e delay to maximize the accommodation of fronthaul flows. Fig. 3 shows the concept of the proposed scheduling. With the proposed scheme, a fronthaul bridge provides rank queues for the fronthaul flows. Each flow is assigned to one of the rank queues. Fronthaul frames are dequeued with rank-based strict priority queuing (SPQ). That is, when rank-a is higher than rank-b, the rank-a flow frames are always forwarded prior to rank-b flow frames, even if they have the same priority. The proposed scheme is based on the features of the TDD systems; uplink and downlink transmission of fronthaul flows synchronizedly occur, and the burst size of each flow is determined by the standard for the accommodated RAN. Considering this feature, the arrival timing and burst size can be formulated and consequently the e2e delay can be estimated. In addition, because the propagation distance and hop counts are different with fronthaul flows which are synchronizedly sent from RRHs, some flows can afford to wait for transmission of other flows in the queue, but there are flows that should be sent with low queuing delay.
The ranks are computed based on the network topology and flow distribution with the configuration sequence described in III-C. In the rank computation, the e2e delay of each flow is estimated with the formulation described in III-E. The ranks are optimized with the Monte Carlo (MC) method to minimize the maximum delay, which is explained in III-F. The number of flows accommodated in a fronthaul network can be maximized with the proposed scheduling.
B. ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the scheduler to realize the concept described above is shown in Fig. 4 . At a fronthaul bridge, incoming traffic is classified with a priority identifier such as class of service (COS) value, and identified with a flow identifier such as VLAN ID. The express traffic consists of fronthaul flows, and is forwarded in preference to other class traffic. Only the queues for fronthaul streams are illustrated in Fig. 4 for simplicity. Then, the express traffic is enqueued into one of the rank queues on the basis of a rank table. The rank table stores the relationship between the flow identifier and the rank. The rank queues are read by the scheduler with the rank-based SPQ. SPQ is a traditional and widespread priority scheduling scheme. It is usually employed for scheduling between priority flows including fronthaul streams and other flows like the Internet traffic. In this case, frames are classified with their priority such as COS field in a VLAN tag. However, such SPQ cannot be used for scheduling of flows with the same priority. Existing low-latency queuing schemes also cannot consider the e2e delay of fronthaul streams that have the features above. The novelty of the proposed scheme is that flows are optimally assigned to one of the rank queues VOLUME 6, 2018 for each bridges in the fronthaul network, and frames are dequeued based on the ranks. 
C. CONFIGURATION SEQUENCE
Here we explain the configuration sequence for the proposed scheme, which is depicted in Fig. 5 . The information related to the network topology and delay calculation is registered by the network operator to the controller which is installed in a remote server. The controller establishes a control channel with each bridge using a software defined network (SDN) protocol such as OpenFlow. It computes the ranks and configures the calculated results to each bridge via the control channel. The detail of the sequence is as follows.
1. RRH connection The network operator connects a new RRH to one of the bridges. The connected RRH is not activated in this step.
Registration
The network operator registers the information for the connected RRH, i.e. VLAN ID, connected bridge, forwarding path, and fiber length, to the controller. The controller collects the required information using IS-IS, such as the distribution of nodes, the topology of the network, and the propagation delay of the additional links. The propagation delay is calculated based on the fiber length.
Rank calculation
The controller calculates the ranking of flows based on the registered information. The related information used in the calculation, e.g. the network topology, forwarding paths for fronthaul streams, propagation delay for each link, and the nominal value of processing delay in fronthaul bridges, is configured in the controller in advance.
Bridge configuration
The registered information and calculated ranking are configured to each bridge by the controller via the control channel. The configuration step is executed for all bridges at the same time to ensure the consistency of the ranks, which is prevalent technology implemented in network configuration managers. After the configuration, the newly connected RRH is activated and it starts traffic forwarding. Because the goal of the rank calculation is to minimize the worst case e2e delay among fronthaul streams, delays are computed with the assumption that all streams send the maximum size of burst data, i.e. it is needless to consider traffic variations. Thus, the rank calculation is performed only if the network topology including the distribution of RRHs and BBUs is changed. The scalability is not a major issue for the proposed scheme, because the rank computation and configuration is executed for each network domain and the spatial scale of the network is limited.
D. VARIABLES
The variables used in the formulation are shown in Table. 1. Let G = (V , E) denote a directed graph that represents a fronthaul network, where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of links. V includes all fronthaul bridges and RRHs and BBUs. E includes links between fronthaul bridges, RRHs, and BBUs. That is, the propagation delay between bridges and each RRH and BBU is considered in the formulation. Let #(A) denote the number of elements in a set A. 
2) RANKING DELAY
The
where m denotes the maximum burst size, and e l denotes the link speed at the lth link.
3) NUMBER OF FLOWS IN QUEUE
The computation of ρ f ,l is described in the following. The set of flows which are enqueued with the f th flow at the same time is calculated based on the enqueue time of each flow for the lth link. From this set, ρ f ,l can be counted. Let t e f ,l and t d f ,l denote the enqueue and dequeue time of f th flow at lth link, respectively. They are depicted in Fig. 6 . t e f ,l can be represented as the total of the dequeue time of l − 1th link, the serialization and propagation delay of l − 1th link, and the processing delay of nth node. The difference between t e f ,l and t d f ,l is equal to the queuing delay of lth link. Thus, t e f ,l and t d f ,l are formulated as:
t e f ,l and t d f ,l can be calculated recursively. Using them, ρ f ,l is computed. 
F. RANKING OF FLOWS
This section describes the ranking of flows. The rankings of flows at each bridge are determined on the basis of the network topology and RRH distribution. The calculation of ranks is performed by a controller in advance, and then the decided ranks are configured in each bridge. The explanation for this sequence is provided in III-C.
1) PARAMETER SETTING
The ranking algorithm is explained in the following. The parameters for delay are stored in the controller. d prc n is set as an expected processing delay of the nth bridge, which can be measured or extracted from data-sheet of the bridge hardware. d prop l is calculated based on the physical length of the optical fiber for the lth link using protocols such as IEEE 802.1AS [25] . d ser l is determined using the link speed of the lth link and the expected frame size of fronthaul flows.
2) TENTATIVE RANKING
A tentative ranking is performed for each link as follows. The controller computes #(F l ), which represents the number of flows that traverse lth link. Then, it determines r f ,l by randomly assigning different integers ranging from 0 to #(F l )−1 for f ∈ F l .
3) DELAY CALCULATION
The controller calculates t e f ,l and t d f ,l for all f and l based on the ranking delay and delay parameters. ρ f ,l is calculated with the tentative ranks, t e f ,l−1 , and t d f ,l−1 for all links. The ranking delay d rank l is calculated with (2) using ρ f ,l . Then, the e2e delay d e2e f is computed for each flow with (1). Let d e2e max denote the maximum value of d e2e f , which represents the worst-case e2e delay in the network.
4) JITTER CONSIDERATION
Although the data arrival timing is synchronized by the TDD system, there is synchronization timing error among RRHs. The four categories for the TDD time synchronization requirements is shown in Table. 2 [9] . To deal with the synchronization timing error, the estimated worst-case e2e delay is updated as follows. Let T 0 denote the transmission time without timing error and σ denote the threshold for synchronization requirements. That is, the transmission of each stream starts between T 0 −σ and T 0 + σ . Let f worst denote the fronthaul stream that experiences the worst-case e2e delay d e2e max in the network. d e2e max is worsen if ρ f worst ,l for f worst is increased by relatively early VOLUME 6, 2018 arrival of other streams because of the timing error. Thus, this timing error issue is maximized when the transmission time of f worst is T 0 + σ and the transmission time of other streams is T 0 − σ . After the computation of d e2e max , it is updated with this worst case scenario to consider the timing error.
5) MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
The controller judges whether the tentative ranks improve d best or not. If d best is improved, it stores the tentative ranks as the best ranks. Then, the tentative ranking and the e2e delay calculation are undertaken again. This process is repeated certain times with the MC method. Because the rank calculation is performed only if the physical distribution of RRHs and BBUs changes, the computation is not time-sensitive and the MC method is sufficient.
After the certain times of iterations, the optimum ranking which gives minimized d best is obtained. The best ranks are configured in each bridge.
6) OVERALL SEQUENCE
The overall sequence of the ranking in the proposed method is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Algorithm 1
for all f ∈ F, l ∈ L f do StoreBestRank() 15 :
The advantage of the proposed scheduling scheme is its simplicity. We presented a simple low-latency scheduling for fronthaul bridged networks by considering the features of TDD systems. The required buffer size of the proposed scheme for fronthaul flows is determined by the burst size m. The required size of each rank queue is at most m. Let n r denote the maximum number of rank queues and B denote the total buffer size. The required total buffer size is determined as:
When VLAN ID is used for the flow identifier, n r is at most 4092. If m = 10KB, B is about 40MB and this size of memory is not expensive in recent years. The required buffer size is independent of the link speed. Moreover, the proposed scheme can be applied in higher data rates with general hardware processing of bridges. This is because it requires almost no additional function for general layer-2 switches; flow-based queuing and SPQ are required, which are general and prevalent queuing and scheduling schemes. No specific protocol or function is required for each bridge. Thus, the proposed scheme can be employed irrespective of topologies and protocols used in the network.
The proposed scheme performs better than other scheduling algorithms, because it is optimized for the conditions in fronthaul bridged networks. Conventional queue models and scheduling algorithms are designed for dealing with more general conditions where various types of traffic are forwarded in the network. The proposed scheme is optimized for the features of TDD fronthaul unlike other algorithms, and thus it can outperform others in fronthaul bridged networks.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
This section describes the theoretical analysis for the proposed scheduling scheme.
A. CONDITION
We employed a simple topology for the theoretical analysis, which is shown in Fig. 7 . Although there can be more bridges in the network, we focus on Bridge-A and Bridge-B here. RRH-x and RRH-y 1 · · · y k are connected to Bridge-A. Flowx forwarded from RRH-x is destined to BBU-X and Flows- 
B. DELAY FORMULATION
Here we focus on the e2e delay of Flow-x, which is the worst case delay in this network and is represented as
The queuing delay q A is determined by the scheduling algorithm employed at Bridge-A.
If the first-in-first-out (FIFO) scheduling is employed, q FIFO A is calculated as
This is because Flow-x arrives later than Flow-y 1 · · · y k due to the longer propagation delay. If the proposed algorithm is employed, the ranks are set so as to reduce q A to minimize d e2e
x ; Flow-x is given the highest rank at Bridge-A. As a consequence, q rank A is formulated as
In this case, by employing the proposed scheme the worst case delay is reduced by
The reduced delay amount is in proportion to the number of flows and burst size in (9) . When the burst size increases in the future due to the changes in wireless parameters such as MIMO (multiple-input and multiple-output) layers, the performance of the proposed scheme improves.
C. NUMERICAL RESULT
If we set e l = 10Gbps and m = 9000bytes, the improvement of the worst case delay is
Moreover, when D x = 80µs and d prop 0 = 5µs are set for example, the worst case delay is calculated with (6) and shown as Fig. 8 . The value with FIFO increases with the increase in k. With the proposed algorithm, the worst case delay is constant until the delay of Flows-y exceeds the delay of Flow-x. If the delay threshold for CPRI (100µs) is employed, the maximum of k is 2 with FIFO in this case. Thus, it was confirmed that the proposed scheme increases the number of accommodated fronthaul flows. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We evaluated the proposed low-latency scheduling scheme with computer simulations.
A. CONDITION 1) TOPOLOGY
The simulated topology is shown in Fig. 9 . This is COST239 topology which is popular for evaluating a career network [26] - [28] . A fronthaul network was composed of 11 bridges. There were two BBUs and they were connected to the 2nd and the 6th bridges respectively. 
2) RRH DISTRIBUTION
RRHs were randomly connected to one of the fronthaul bridges, because the distribution of RRHs is determined by demand distribution in reality. The link distance between them was randomly determined in the 0.2km -1km range. The controller was assumed to be notified of the propagation delay of these links. Each RRH was logically connected to one of the BBUs which is randomly selected. We assumed that each RRH sent one fronthaul flow, and fronthaul flows were identified using VLAN ID. The logical path for each fronthaul flow was the shortest path between the RRH and the BBU. The unused ports in each ring were adequately blocked for each VLAN with ring protocols such as Ethernet ring protection (ERP).
3) PARAMETERS
The number of RRHs was set to 20, 30, 40, and 50. For each number of RRHs, we iterated 20 times of simulations with different RRH distributions. We set two conditions for the burst size. Each RRH synchronously sent 9000bytes (Cond.1) and 4500bytes (Cond.2) burst every 2ms to simulate TDD. The parameters for Cond.1 and Cond.2 are shown in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. Based on the RRH distributions and burst size, the proposed scheme computes and sets the optimal schedule. The other simulation parameters are shown in Table. 5. The processing delay of a bridge was set as a random variable with a normal distribution based on measurement results of commercial layer-2 switches. The proposed scheduling scheme was compared with DRR, which is one of the most prevalent queuing scheme for priority traffic. The synchronization timing error was set as category C (1.38µs) in Table. Fig. 10b shows the distribution for improvement value with the proposed scheme. The worst case e2e delay is improved by several to 10 micro seconds with the proposed scheme. In about 10 % of cases, the proposed scheme reduces the worst case delay by over 10µs.
Fig . 11 shows the worst case e2e delay for each distribution in Cond.2. The worst case e2e delay ranges from about 40µs to 180µs. Fig. 11b shows the distribution for improvement value. The results with the proposed scheme are equal to or better than those with DRR. It was also confirmed that the reduced delay amount increases with the burst size. This is consistent with the theoretical results described in section IV; when the burst size increases due to the changes in wireless parameters, the performance of the proposed scheme improves.
2) CASE ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed scheme is further investigated by focusing on the Case-A shown in Fig. 10a , where it outperforms DRR. Fig. 12 shows the e2e delay of each flow with each scheduling algorithm in the Case-A. For a reference, the delay threshold for CPRI (100µs) is shown in the figure. When DRR is employed, the worst case delay of Flow2 exceeds the threshold, because of the queuing delay as shown in Fig. 12a . With the proposed scheme, the worst case delay is improved and the delay of all the flows is below the threshold and satisfies the requirements as shown in Fig. 12b. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of RRHs in FIGURE 13. RRH distribution in Case-A related to RRH2.
Case-A whose traffic is forwarded in the same path with RRH2. RRH2 is connected to Bridge0 and forwarded along Bridge2, 4, 5, 6, and BBU1. There are 7 other flows that are transmitted in the same links with RRH2. With DRR, Flow2 forwarded from RRH2 waits for the transmission of other flows at each bridge, and consequently the queuing delay of Flow2 increases. The proposed scheme can set the optimal ranking for each flow and reduce the delay of Flow2 as shown in Fig. 12b .
From these simulations results, it was confirmed that the proposed scheme can minimize the queuing delay, and consequently increase the number of accommodated fronthaul flows.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a novel low-latency scheduling scheme for efficiently forwarding fronthaul streams in bridged networks. The proposed scheme minimizes the worst-case e2e delay to maximize the accommodation of fronthaul flows. With the proposed scheme, fronthaul bridges VOLUME 6, 2018 provide rank queues for the fronthaul flows. Fronthaul flows are assigned to one of the rank queues, and they are dequeued with rank-based SPQ. The ranks are computed at a remote controller based on the formulation of e2e delay for each fronthaul flow. They are optimized with the MC method to minimize the maximum delay, and consequently the number of accommodated flows is maximized. This optimization is based on the global synchronization of uplink and downlink transmission and the estimation of burst size, which are the features of the TDD systems. Unlike existing lowlatency queuing schemes, the proposed scheme considers the e2e delay of fronthaul streams and optimally assigns flows to queues in each bridge.
We confirmed the performance of the proposed scheduling with computer simulations. The proposed scheme successfully reduced the worst case e2e delay compared with existing schemes and maximized the number of accommodated fronthaul flows. The proposed scheduling is simple and easy to implement. It requires traditional flow-based queuing and SPQ for bridges, and can be employed irrespective of topologies and protocols used in the network.
